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El1a Sharpe and trjustif,icat.ion for existeacen
by Beatrice (hiara

for
"I believerr, says ElIa Sharpe, that trjustification
existence is the very core of our problemstt. The
variations of technique which she proposes in her Technicrue
Psvchoanalvsis (1930), are a means to deal with the
of
I'terrorising
super-egro" and help the ego "face rea1ity".
Reality sense goes alongside the sublimation of omnipotent
infantile wishes. The "omnipotence" is stiI1 there, but
when I'real" object relations have been esta.bl-j.shed, it
becomes an "ego adjunct" and wj-ns the approval of the
super-ego. According to her, the neuroses are frpsychical
miscarriages in the attempt to justify the right of the ego
to exist". For example, the feat of the obsessional is a
Since he keeps on wishing
breathless justification.
destruction he must employ endless magical operations to
counter these wishes. "Like the boy with his hand in the
hole in the dyke, lf he takes it away for a second the
water will flood through with destruction of everybody".
The obsessional has no justificatj-on for existence, so
great i.s the condemnation passed on his hostile impulses:
he is responsible both for the dangrer and for preventi-ng
it. This feeling of guilt is far less conscious in
conversion hysteria. Here the justification is in bodily
pain. In the suffering the psyche finds a justifj-cation
for something which means to it "existencer'.
EIla Sharpe is praj-sed. by Lacan in fa Oirection ae ta Cure
( 1958) flr
her perspilacity reg
concerns of the neurotic", and for understandi-ng that it. is
the want-to-be which is at the very heart of analytical
proced.ure. In the preceding paragraph, Lacan specif ies
field in which the passion
that the want-to-be is "the very
r'.
He then acknowledges that
unf
olds
itself
of the neurotj-c
"onIy the English, in their cold objectivity, have known
how to articulate this gap to which the neurotj-c testifies
in wishing to justify his existence, and through this,
implicitly, how to distj-ngruish, f rom the interhuman
that relation to the
relation, j.ts warmth and enticements,
Suff ering
other in which being fj-nds j-ts status'r.
evidently gives the neurotic a purpose in life, but Lacan's
point, and here he cites ElIa Sharpe, is that desire is
also involved. The neurotic requi.res a witness, an Other,
to confirm his status as a subject. Like Chrj-st on the
Cross, the hysteric beseeches the Other, "Why hast thou
forsaken me?r'; and although the obsessional stands apart,
he is nevertheless carefully watched over by his perfect
Other. The constant in both cases, (in contrast to the
constant of jouissance in perversion), is, says Jacq'ues
to
Alain tIilIer in his lecture of 3/12/86 "a will
justification" and the devices employed are work and love.
f or being are
"Being[" he exp]aj.ns "and the reason
being,
subject
refuses
The
interdependent".
Preferring to
implores
the
Other
to provide
suffer in its want-to-be, and
justifY
this want.
something to
1-

possibility of
The neurotic .continuously postpones_ the
,,having,, a being. The t"bject- of Iang:uage l'?= .neither
subject' When
subsran"" ,ror-fiEai.i[.t it is an evanescent
instantaneously
it is
it is rePresented' by a "igt'iti"t,
Jacque-Alain^ Miller
signitication.
irt
Iost in rhe pi"""i=
that One is One and
elaborates: ,,There it is irue to say
One of Parmenides"'
that is to =;t;-the fiist
nothing e1se,
oneself in when
,,The
finds
one
wtricfr
5-mpotence
He notes
The subject
it't.
trying to say something valid about

t|t:
iaEntiiication'hi"}^:ii,:"lI:::of
one
aspires to thl
--inii
'II
is Lacan' s theorv in
;;I;;i .
i:fli:il-;:
--trren, in I*i.iii'oa'(posiiion l'='rncol?cignt) ' he-goes on

i960.
9e
l-llE ,ev^
anar=+.i,.tt --harr't)v tne s,r-oE-s;=Erto
todiscusstheoperationwherebyEnesu.ple(JtlisEIrDr-'
ttl1l:--Tl:^
t"-inl-tl"tvS"p"ration the=*i:?:
in the other, ds opposed'
result
in
otr,.i,-i"a
;i'i=i;"x-ir,'ir,"
;i.::;
to
the
relation
but-in
is (a). The bod'y is fraciured,
to
comes
d'rive
the
of
SYmbolic. r" =.piraiion the object
then
is
s,bject
The
loles.
incarnate what--irr"-=ubject
---i- u( i, a loss
the
of Jouissance' until
wiitr
confrontea
(a)
(-.t
are
and
)
signifying opeiation ii resumed.. Both

does
In neurosis, the subject
eguivalent.to-Ln" libido.
The
Iack.
to
his
and. clings
nor recognrse i[ierr as (a)
itself
recognise
subjec[ to
analystts tasX-ii to a1low ihe
that anything real
exclud;d
being
in (a) for,;it
nothing other than
whatsoever is consumeO i; analysis.in
what is imaginary can be r.."g"iied.. in it" writes Lacan

-rrotaliv
those of speech, to faII
place, causl_ng its mearrs, " ":ry;"i:i!!li".ni3'::ti::"tli3;
he
in truthr'' Further on and'
from rheir pi:.;-It"="ir.ii"iitv
between transference
explains, "there is a =ipp"ft
is also a demand for
suggestion. rt is that tilirsterence
as such insofar
love...This demand only .otiiit,-rt.= itselfsignifier:that is
!h.
as the surject is the =GJ".tuv"treducing
to- the needs
what arrows it to be misus6a borrowed - it
which
something
from which these signifieis are
do"'
to
fail
piv.ir..narysis-- as we know, do not
demand'
ai1-powelf"I .signifier- of object.
-*i$-ia;;iiiiaitio"-'^,ith
Identification with the
^h.i anlrhe
i::t1:i';:';;"ii=.a
TH:"HiiXI.i"; with ttre orject, because it starts from the
-

i !
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€-am

{.he

*ir,i,it
opens uP
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-iii" identirications
ifi9 sequence
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can be
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regression,
it, halting !L:this- o^-eaceir'rn
thaa tfe transference beA
punctuate it.'l
"i"*-"iaer
tificatis4over
maintained, fr tra on mus wil
ed if one
y
est
be
ng
proper relation w
Leais in mind that, there are two strategies f or kindling
the subj ect's "Passionrr '
with the statement that
article
E}Ia Sharpe conclud,es her
I'result"
the so-called'
-=." in definite inneuroses'
alrhough therl---i;-; diffeienl
there
normal from the result we
that
conflict
unconscious
is no differ.rr.. in the actual

denounced, those which,

2

lies
beneath consciousness. Despite the fact that
rr;.anything
that
can carry
over a
symbolical
significance(...
pathway to e:plore,', y€t
give
one
a
)wilI
i'the unconscious mind will never fulIy be analysed". ffris
is because neurotic justification, of, in Lacan's hrords" la
passion du manque-a-Gtre" is fundamental in the relation to
the Other.
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I will discuss the ethical status of the principles of
mental functioning by way of a conversion of the theory of
Freud's Project j-nto a lingruistic theory.
A key notion in the Freudian doctrine is that of conflict.
In gemineg YII a brilliantly simple logical manoeuvre

ctratffiinciple
of tnis nolion oi conflict, by
invoking themes from Seminar !I which are consistent with
the later Sernlgr.- onlaFS-S
of seminar VII Lacan
point
viewffiict
takes up aGffional
of
in
psychoanalysis is conflict between the p3.easure principle
and the reality principle. That is a traditional point of
view, but the character of the conflict is not
traditionaL. The conflict between the pleasure principle
and the real5-ty princi.ple is traditionally equivalent to a
conflict between bioloqf in the form of the j.d-instinct
and the cognitive sciences in the form of the ego. These
propositions hide the essentially ethical character of the
conflict. On p.45 the principles of mental functioning
are ethical, and on p.46 the conflict is of a moral order.
However, this is not so obvj-ous without the definitions of
the principles of mental functioning in Seminar II.
That
conflict is of a moral order was alreaaffiFxpressed
in that Seminar. On p.84 of Seminar II the pleasure
principle is defined as the principle that pleasure should
cease. On p.60 the reality principle is defined as a
delayed-action pleasure principle. If the action of the
pleasure principle is that pleasure should cease, then the
reality principle delays that action. There you have a
moral conflict par excellence: pleasure should cease over
and against pleasure should continue.

wiI1, no doubt, remark that this notion of conflict
constitutes a reversal. Under the pleasure principle
which gioverns the unconscious the principle is that
pleasure should cease, and under the reality principle
which governs the secondary processes the principle is
that pleasure should continue. I will leave this reversal
unexplained for the time being.
A clear distinction must be made between the pleasure
principle and, simply, pleasure. The pleasure principle
is slrrnbolic and a Freudian discovery. Pleasure is
imaginary and is not a Freudian discovery. How could it
be? Pleasure is a notion that has not ceased being
discussed by moral philosophers since Aristotle started
the ball rolIing. According to Kant pleasure is produced
You
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by ideas
by the facultY of desire which is constituted.would
be an
Pleasure
objects.
that concern the reality of
idea.
corresponding
the
and
agreement between an object
self-Iove.
under
faII
nlppiness and pleasure in his ethics Wotrl, not his Gute,
at-tnis leve1 the subject seeks his p
Seminar II
but his Wohl, his well-being. -On onets of
good.,
in
!!g,
pleasure lfdefined as a search for

the sense of Wohl.
and
The faculty of d.esire causes the reali-ty of objects,
philosophy'
into-i consistent theme in this And quality
[ti"-f"l]sa
member of the category: -quality.
is
n.ifiiy
Insofar as
i"-ifr"'pioi"ct gives al indication of reality'
Freudts work centres on the object, one
iiriffi"
The
it:
suspects a Kantian category is oPerating -in principle
reality
irrai""tion of-r"iiity wfri6h Lecomes the
influence
und'er
The
in
is
IoD
Ffoiect with the
i"-"t i of The
qualit'y.
The
anffi
ii." xantfiiGtegory
become
has
movement
orthodox
"i
Lhe
i;
iEafit, principle
someth-in6 as iirane as "took out to your left, look out to
your right, see if the coast is clearrr'
If the reality Principle is eguivalent to what in The
proie.cE-is
tldi;"Ii;;-:I-.::"litvl*^th::-.,m
""irIa-"il-.
well-being is gruarded by the reality
taffitJr
It implicates-the specific actj.on' Therefore,
piincipfe. """;=
under the. rule of the reality PrinciPle and
;i;;#"-i"
not of the Pleasure PrinciPle.
of - mental
In his commentary on these principles
paradox
that
a
t"".ii"ning in Semiiar VIl Lacan resolved
;;;_iuncti5ningTffichingti11then.Theparadoxis
pi"a""ud by tfre Hegelian thesis which bases desire ona
making
iecognitioi. The lroblem it produced wasofindesire
and
iecogrnition
imaginary
beiween
aiiti""tion
this
Lacan ca1ls
i,mfofic recognition oi dEsire.
gn+gr the rule
identity.
principlg.of
the
i|gefian thesil
principle
identity- . is
of
priirciple
this
pleasuie
of-tn.
reality
the
of
rule
tha
irnder
abolished.. io*"ir"t ,
one's
for
search
The
function.
to
it continues
;;i;;i;i"
specific
the
in
implicated
is
which
;;;a,-i;; instance,
Hegelian thesis of
i.ii"", continues io be based on the
of the reality
rule
the
Desire und.er
iu.ogrrition.
j-s
the rule of
under
based on recognitigt, _and
pii"":"pr"
The
on
recognition.
based
is not
ine pflasure principle
-desireis
desire
as
so
f
ar
in
as recogrrition
iU"fiti"n of
the
f?t
i"f"a by the pleasure principle has
-consequences
celebralea prLposition Lhat the subjectrs desire is the
aeii.re of ttre btner. We must draw these conseqfuences in
the future.
governed
of The IoD the primary Process which is
In Ch.7
-ifr.
pf&suiE- principle trai an aim: identity _ of
;y
tfr.- recording process which is governed by
plrceptio-n,
principle has an aim: identity of thought'
tir" rlality "tta
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But that

is

Seminar VII:

not

what

is implicated in the schema of
RP

fle-

1

governs

governs

In one aspect, in this case, along the vertical, the
principle of mental functioning governs a dj-scourse. From
another aspect, along the d.iagonal-s, it has an aj-m. The
aspect from whj-ch it governs must not be confused with the
aspect f rom which it aims. It is the abolit.ion of the
Hegelian principle of S.dentity which has brought out these
two aspects.

The apparatus that Freud designs in The Proiect is an
inference based on the syrrptom. Once again I will give a
sketch of the apparatus:
pain
quality
Reality (pleasure)

o

Some of you will be surprised by nry schematisation of the
psychic apparatus
of !!e Proiect. It is, in fact, a
Lacanian - ichema f rom @,
rfot used. there to

t=@.
The Iabel, pain,
is the subject of my next seminar at Bloomsbury. You
should not try to make this fit perfectly with the
Lacanian schema from SeUfAef__)(X. It has an approximate
fir.
Q, as you probably already know, receives quantity from
the..exterior , q, exogenous 9, and sends most of it toLp
viafsome straight to,r. r! trinslates thj.s quantity into
quality. 9-\ is endogenous quantity arising from the
interior oi tire body into P which is also fontrarded to '*r)
for translation into quality. What passes bV )z is
translated into pain. Pleasure is on the side of reality.
If you find that this schema represents a slight
displacement in the topography of The Proiect, in one way
that is correct. With this schema I am i:nposing a certain
schematise the notion

consistency on The Proiect.

The apparatus that Freud designs here is, as I said, an
inference based on the symptom. Where he faj.Is to keep
his bearings on the symptom, he introduces flaws j-nto the
topography. Indeed, what I am saying here conforms to
Lacanian practice. In the
we get

our bearings on the

symptoms

before entering the analysis.
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It. matters Iittle if they are substitutes. And we draw
the analysand's attention to them. There is, for
instance, a flaw in the topography of the scenarj-o of the
hungry infant for having lost his bearings on the symptom.
For this infant guantity is summating Lt )z . An external
j-ntervention is called upon since a hungry infant cannot
This external intervention involves a
feed itself.
which leads to an experience of
actj-on
specific
satisfaction. An e>q>erience of satisfaction entails the
taken as need,
satj-sfactj-on of a need. Quantity is being
j-s
discharged. by
at least, that is the assunPti.on, which
principle
of inertia is
way of the specific action. The
woiking, and. the subject is getting his just deserts,
namely, pleasure in a breast-feed, again, an assumption.
Quantity is being discharged by way of this breast-feed
produeing pleasure. However, a glance at the schema
reveals that along the line he should be getting his
d.ischarge of quantity, I have put the label, pain.
Thj-s is the f amous scenario of sec. 11 part I of The
Proiect, where a pathway is formed which provides the
SaEIs of remembering and is calIed the primary Process.
This pathway is not the Bahnunq that tacan talks about.
The Bahnunq that j-s formed. in sec. 11 is a Eolzrreq. It is
a link-Eetween the mnemic image of the satj-sfying object
and the mnemic trace of the motor exper5.ence of
satisfaction:
---(discharge)---------- i (a) .
This pathway constitutes the wish, forms the basis of
remembering and ends in an hallucination. That is to SEY,
this pathway called here the primary process depends on
the specific action not taking pIace. In order for this
pathway to be activated, some assume that a need. must
recur. However, the flaw in this view becomes immediately
apparent. If this pathway also forms the basis of
rememberi-ng, then the subject would have to be in a
constant state of need in order to remember anything
whatsoever. That is not very practical. But Freud d.oes
on the recurrence of need. In
realise that he cannot rely
fact, he does not say rrwhere the need recurs'r on p.319,
Sec. 2 part I, he says that when the state of urgency in
wishing reappears, the pathway is activated. This j:nplies
that he is not considering this pathway as the wish but,
rather, activated by the wish or by some state of urgency
to be defined and located in
which leaves the wish stilI
his topography.
If this pathway is taken to be the wish itself, the
assumption must be that the wish is a vector in the
Lne object that j.s hallucinated. Ehe wish is equivalent
to a vector, and the wish-fulfilment is the hallucinatj,on
of the object. The problem is that the object is
sYstem is
system, and the
registered in the
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without quality. The object must falI under the influence
of the o system which is given the function of translating
guantity into guality. One then has to postulate that the
object's quantity flows to S, but there is no reason to
postulate that since the pathway is
(discharge)
> i (a). The hallucination is
)?
system and so outslde this pathway.
outside the
Moreover, it seems dif f icult to assigrn to a mnemic trace
of an object registered in a system without quality the
property of being an image. one could consider it a
potential image. One begins to slide all over the place
just to keep this apparatus going. There can be no
images in ta if )u Ls $rithout quality.
This is not a pathway on which a lingruistic theory can be
constructed. The basis for such a theory begins in sec.
A
3, part I in the notion of equality of facilitations.
facilitation is the Bahnung of Seminar VII. Facilitations
tEe contact-barriers betweenJ2
are dependant on theEE-of
neurones. Contact-barriers facilitate or hinder - the
p"ii"g" of g5- .-],t all the contact-barriers tn Pwere
equally facilitated, then, says, Freud, memory would be
impossible. Thj-s is the proposition that provi.des us with
the basis for a lingruistic theory: memory can only be
represented by difference. It is not represented by some
concrete notion of a pathway as an histological
appearance. However, memory does implicate the central
nervous system. Because langruage is difference, a notion
that can be condensed is a little matheme , S + S,
secondarily, is represented by difference. This
difference must exist a priori in langnrage on the ground.s
ttrat the central nervous system would not be able to
exercise its activity on a language that is a pure
ie. S = S. In the notion of Bahnunq is the Saussurian
definition of the signifier which is its difference from
another signifi-er. There is no Bahnunq without a

differenceLetweensignifiers,anditffittreprimary

Process.

In Sec.9, part I Freud. does pass from memory to something
that functions like signifiers. Here, this Bahnunq fa1ls
under the function of complication. In complication
quantity is d.istributed to several ,JL neurones: )2, + ,12, +Pc
that is to say, compl5.cation is a process that adds
signif5-ers to the Bahnunq which is becoming recognisable
Complication adds sigrnifiers
as a chain of signifiers.
quantity
that
is distributed. It is not
with the result
If
the pleasure prj-nciple in
discharged but distributed.
governs the primary
principle
guise
of
inertia
of the
the
process which is this signifying chain, then it must do so
by complication, by adding signif5.ers. Furthermore, the
pleasure principle would be satisfied, not by di.scharge of
quant5-ty but by distribution of quantity.
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the /system of sec 10, part
In
system of sec 9, part I.

I does not resemble the P
sec 9 it is a chain of
guantity
which
is
distributed. In sec L0t2
signifi-ers in
the system is suffering the summatj-on of quantity, and,
there are no signifiers. Thelasystem of sec.10 is at the
mercy of 9. sec. 10 seems to be about a preliminarytd
system in- which quantity has not been distributed.
Complication changei the slatus of theJ&system in so far
as quantity is distributed. Shall we sdYr the I - issance
is distributed j.n)ttby the addition of signifiers.
On p.262 of Seminar V the subject cannot tolerate libid.o
at a certain level. At a certain leve1 he is at the mercy
of Q in some preliminary P system. This is an old theme
of too much pleasure is pain. But this leve1 is never
echoed, neither in The Proiect nor in Seminar VII. Libido
way ofEmpIfEEEIon. The
is distributed, not@1'
term libj-do gives iouissance its Freudian value, that is,
links it to erotogenic zones. oissance is being
In
distributed. to Erotogenic zones by the signifier.
Ietter 75 to Fliess Freud says that when sexual zones are
abandoned, they no longer produce a release of sexuality.
Jouissance is distributed and located in these zones which
is a process governed by the pleasure principle. Language
affects the body, or, to Put it in another waY, the
symptom affects the body.
The scenario of the helpless, hungry infant also has a
This is the
lingruistic point of view in The Pro'iect. j-n
a specific
infant who is going to become implicated
action. The specific action of The Proiect i-s not simply
some external intervention into the subjectrs helpless
state, into a condition of physiological imbalance. The
specific action is not all on the side of the mother.
There is a more refined view in The Project: in sec. L,
part r the sub j ect demands a specIffiffiaT
rn order to
meet the demand for a specifj-cation, a store of q- is
reguj.red. This brings back the signifier into 'the
scenario. There has to be a signifier of the demand. In
other words the scenario rrow meets the two criteria of the
slrmptom in The Proiect. This symptom has two axes, a
symbolj.c axis in the axis of the signifier and a real axis
on the axis of jouissance. Since Freud announces thay The
inference based on he symptom, I take the
-Proiect is an
opportunity to base this scenario on the symptom.
The store of 9r.'"). that is required for the demand. for a
specific action'is given a name in The ProjSS!. It is
equivalent to nothing less than the Iqb, which is located.
i; y . The rch ii required to mG the d.emand. for a
specification. To put it in another way a state of
urgency is implicated in the demand. We have already
noted that a state of urgencY is what activates a cIain.
ff it is the clain governed by the pleasure principle,
Ich. The lch
then the pleasure principle implicates this -EEcording
E
of
signifier
demand,.
Ltre
Uy
represlnted.
is
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Taking the little delta as need, it -.passes by the
This graph
signiiier with the effect of the subject: $
language.
of
If
effect
specifies that the subject is an
the
function
there is a state of urgency, that signifies
of language.
In the next graph we find the formulation that need. passes
by the signifier revised:

The subject has been displaced and. with it the cry which
On p.303 of the
puts demand on the side of the subject.
I'Subversion
of the
in
the
Ecrits
of
English version

reality that is imagined
suijectrr the return of neeffi
comes in the place
The
subject
in an ethological schema.
the function
specific
action
of need. In a demand for a
in sec
say
Freud
of communication is involved which is,
11, part I, the source of all moral motives. According to
the graph the moral motive here is satisfi-ed by the ldeal:
I(A).
The nmemic image is not an image in )L but an Ideal
part I which I caIled a Holzweq involves the Ideal. The
j-s not a mnemic image since Jz is without quality. It is a
signifier, and the vector is $ ----> I(A). The ldeaI is a
signifier. It can even be the signifi-er of an image, but
not simply an image. What Freud. called a mnemic image
should be given this f ormulatj-on: L()2 ) . one can see from
the graph that iu}:,e )a system under the rule of the pleasure
principle coincides with the field of the Other who
replies with a signifier, who adds signifiers.
The preliminaryJZsystem of s€c-10r part I is not the Other
of the signifier but the iouissance of the other, which
will be the subject of my next seminar.
SeminaE -I-l
The specific actj.on implicated in demand is in -6@
a search for one's good, and, it centres on
Mensclr. It involves component b of the Neben Mensch. T!"
Ne ltensch i-s the subject's reality acEoiflIng=o Freud.
Nebeu Mensch is involved in the a system,
@e
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which has one function that can be applied

in three $/ays.
rts function is to translate eulntityinto quality:
-*.2La
e-v;greDauE
)+
-Lppliad
3=-oa):-u
ea
e zeee-i.ved
?.

p.325, SEI an indication of reality iir ttre manner of a
Kantian category. Applied to endogenous p recei-ved by )u ,
it transrates an increase as pain and' a decrease as
pleasure. But this cannot be maintai-ned in The proiect.
What happens is a distribution of quantitfriE
nor a
discharge. Therefgre, \P applied to endogenous g
translates it as pain onIy, which would happen in the cas6
of a defeat in distribution and/or j.n compensation.
Pleasure is produced under the j.ndicatj.on of reality. The
third applicatj-on of rJ function on p.373 SEI is to speak.
Applied to speech, it
gives an indication of
thought-reality. Tr'vo of these applications are registered

in the

schema

of Seminar VII.
PP

The

RP
,

Though

' cpt

Uncs

peech

on p.41 of Seminar vrr thought is an inference from speech
represented by the line passing from speech to thought in
the schema. The thought reality which is indicated in The
Pro-iect when @ is applied to speech is the uncs. The uiG
is a deduction made from the words the subject deploys.
The uncs process of thought in the schema is without
quality, so it cannot be a part of realJ-ty. Speech, on
the other hand, has guality which gives an indication of
reality. ff the uncs process of thought, that is, the
Bahnunq, is without quality, uncs desire, that is, the
Freud.ian wish, cannot be based on recognition. The schema

abolishes the principle of identity from the ucs
signifying chai-n. Desire under the rule of the pleasure
principle does not function according to the Hegelian
thesis. Desire under the rule of the rearity principle
does so function, that is, it is desire based on
recogni-tion.

In sunmary, the discourse at the leve1 of the pleasure
principle is on p.39 of the seminar vrr the discourse of
the unconscious in which ffi
not based. on
recognj.tion. rn other words, the discourse of the master
is a discourse at the level of the pleasure pr5,ncip1e.
The discourse at the leve1 of the reality principle is a
discourse which is based on desire as recognition.
Both principles of mental functioning have along their
diagonals starting out from their agent an aim. The aim
of the reaI5-ty principle is identity of thought. In so
far as speech through the j-nferior diagronal takes part in
that aim, one could say that the reaI5-ty prj-nciple is a
principle of deduction and that thought is unconscious by
-L2-

virtue of a logical operation. But the aim of the reality
principle is not thought, rather identity of thought.
is, it aims at giving thought
However deductive it
eguivalence to speech, dt introducing the Hegelian thesis
and at basing, therefore, desire on recogmition. This can
be blocked by the way the analyst considers the
proposition: "The subject's desire is the desire of the
other". If he considers that a symmetry exists between
the subject's desire and the desire of the Other, then the
aim will be achieved of establishing an identity between
thought and speech. If the analyst consj-ders that no such
symmetry exists, the reality principle can be deployed as
a deductive principle.
The rule of the reality principle in contrast to its aim
SEf , to draw speech into
is, accord.ing to Freud on p.356,
the specifi.c action which j.s another way of saying that
demand. implicates the specific action. Thj.s is registered.
on the graph more obviously than in the schema of Seminar
VII.

If the circuit la)-A- Ja) is taken as the speech circuit
where desire is based on recognition, then one sees that
it is continuous with the imaginary relation between the
legs of the graph. This relation in the schema is found
at the leve1 of perceptj-on. Both speech and perception
fa1I under the influence of 9, and, therefore, under the
rule of the reality principle. Speech, says Freud on
p.366, SEI, puts thought-processes on a level with
perceptual processes. Speech introduces quality which
covers identity of thought which puts thought processes on
a level with speech bringing desire as recognition.
Speech is part of the aim of the reality principle, but
thought is not part of the aim of the pleasure principle.
The aim of the secondary process is identity of thought.
In so far as speech is a secondary process, j.t has that
aim. But thought as a primary process does not have the
aim of identity of perception. In the schema the
principle of identity is abolj-shed from thought-processes.
There is no line directly connecting thought to
perception. The chain itself has no aim. This aim of
identity of perception is the aim of the pleasure
principle, of its agent, which in the schema is the good,
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which is the Ideal. On p.274 of Seminar VII the power to
do good 5.s the function of the Ideal.
Accord.ing to Lacan the specific action as well as drawing
speech into it involves object-refinding. The object
which provides the perception and whose exogenous Q is

translated into quality by

W giving an indicatj.on of
reality in the Nelen mensch. The Nele!____rnenEqh is the
subjecl's realiffiject
affierstand.
component a, and he understands component b from his own
body accord.ing to The Proiect. Component a d.oes not vary
whereas component b does vary. Ehe subject imitates the
varying attributes of component b in order to understand
them. Component b is an imaginary object with which the
subject j.dentifies. It is not the body as affected by the
signifier but the body as image which is, however,
supported by a sigmifier, namely, the ldeal. The ldeal
supports the image in the 1j.ne pressing from the good to
perception in the schema, to the perception otherwise
known as my counterpart, the little other. This makes the
fdeal the agent of the aim of the pleasure principle:
identity of perception. Along this line can also be
situated object-refinding in a specific action, that I
have also calIed a search for onefs good. If the fdeal
has the power to do good, it is to support the subject in
his search for the good.
T\*o mathemes are functioning in the
and $ <> a.
In the first
matheme the schema is""hu*.r*
consistent with the
graph, and the graph is consistent with The Proiect. The
mdtheme of the phantasy is functioning in the dJ-agona1s.
The object in the theory of phantasy still has an
imaginary status. On p.119 of Seminar VII the elements
(a) are imaginary elements of the pEantasy and cover over
the subject at the point of the thing. These elements
fill in the state of urgency on the side of the subject.
Filling in this state urgency is what Freud ca1ls the
experience of satisfaction, that is, it is a part of the
reality of pleasure.
In the schema both principles of mental functioning are
operating in the phantasy. On the sid.e of the subject the
pleasure principle applies, the principle that pleasure
should cease, and on the side of the object it. is the role
of the reality prj-nciple which delays pleasure ceasing.
The conflict between the pleasure principle and the
reality principle is inherent in the phantasy itself.
It is also the focus of the
Phantasy is a conflict.
iouissance of the Other in so far as complication
distributes jouissance to the erotogenic zones. In the
neurotic jouissance is localised. to the phantasy.
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PERVERSION Sfl,'DY GROUP

In preparat.ion for the 5th International Encounter of
9 July 1990 - Paris) a study
The Freudian Field (5
group ls being formed. working on the theme of
Perversion.
The

provisional

meet,ing dates are:

5 May 1989
10 June 1989
25 June 1989

will be further meetings after the summer lt."X.
Anyone interested in particiPating should contact The
Centre at its London add.ress.

There

THE CARTELS COMMITTEE

Several people have expressed their wish to study areas
of Lacants thought in detail and, with the availability
now of a greater nurnber of texts, these people would

like to study Lacan together with others who are
interested in a specific topic or text. This kind of
work-group has a name in the Lacanian teach5-ng: CARTEL.
Note that Cartels are otfered to al.l subscribers of the
CFAR. Therefore, all those who are i.nterested in taking
part in a Cartel and who are not yet srrbscribers should
ask the CFAR for further details.
A11 information (whether related. to Cartels already in
existence, those being formed, oE people interested in
forming one) should, be sent to Danuza Machado, L4 Eton
HaIl, Eton College Road, London trlW3 zDW, tel; 722-7383.
Information can also be given to or received from the
other members of the Cartel Committee:
F

Nakano

B Hooson

54 Queens Road, Waltham Cross, Herts E}IS

TeI:

28 Melbreak House, East Dulwich Estate

TeI:

7HP

0992-763435

738-7L94

Phillips 35 rue Mauconseil, 75001 Paris,
TeI: 010331 422L14L7

SE22

France

following Cartels have been formed since the last
Inter Cartel meeting in December 1988:
2. Seminar 1
3.
1. The Eqo
Angela Hassiotis
Hara Pepeli

The

Danuza Machad.o Mehrdad Seyf

Tine Norregaard. Jens EIbo
Gwion Jones
Jens Elbo
+1 unannounced Bernard Burgolme

Misha I\,ritchin
Graham Davies

*1

unannounced

